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The accompanying documents ought to enable your DOCTORS to properly 
operate WITHOUT BORDERS (ie. by transcending any religious 
dogmatic impediment by an anthropocentric paradigm of 
organisational and empire governance: DIEU ET MON DROIT) is the 
culmination of an informal research interest within Immanuel Kant’s 
(1724 - 1804) Prolegomena published 1783 / Critique of Pure Reason 
published 1781 / 1787 which defines his reasoned mind {#41 = @329 as 
[#5, #20, #4, #10, #20, #70, #200] = ekdikos (G1558): {#9 as 
#329 % #41 = #1} 1) without law and justice; 2) exacting penalty 
from one; 2a) an avenger, punisher} as being proven by demonstrable 
facts to be a trinomial mathematical theoretical noumenon as conforming 
to my Intellectual Property in having all the impetus of the French and 
American Revolutions, that I have determined after 24 years labours and 
developed as a sapient technology (being supporting reasoned 
submissions made to the Financial Services Royal Commission) associated 
to Queen Victoria's PRESENTS {GLOBUS CRUCIGER} to the NATION by 
LETTERS PATENT dated 29 OCTOBER 1900 enabling federation into the 
COMMONWEALTH of AUSTRALIA 1901: #902 - RULE OF LAW (EGALITÉ 
{9 JULY 1900}: #22 x #41 as *ONTIC* necessity comprising a subset 
of 21 consonants with #VOWELS of Semitic origins), #492 - VOLUNTARY 
FREE WILL (LIBERTÉ {17 SEPTEMBER 1900}: #12 X #41), and #391 
- HOMOIOS PRINCIPLES (FRATERNITÉ {29 OCTOBER 1900})

Its unlikely that you will have any acquaintance with such a subject and 
its significance to the your global humanitarian opportunity. However here 
is my syncretism <http://www.grapple369.com/Groundwork/> which is 
made against the first chapter of a literary work by 14 Professors within 
the relevant faculty published in 2016 and titled: 'Groundwork for the 
Metaphysics of Morals' by Walter de Gruyter ISBN-13: 
978-3-11-017707-7 / ISBN-10: 3-11-017707-2.

Yours truthfully

Dolf Boek
Sale, Victoria, Australia
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